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“The Round”



Welcome to 6°, the card game for movie buffs.
Playing “The Round” is a great way to involve younger players in 
6°. Without the need for score sheets, this method of play is more 
akin to a classic round of cards where the player who can get rid 
of all their cards wins.

Starting a game

1. Combine the decks of cards and shuffle the deck.
2. The owner of the game deals 6 cards to each player. 
3. The remaining pile of cards are placed in the centre of the 

table, face down.
4. The top card from the central pile is turned face-up next to 

the pile.

Rules for playing a game round

1. Starting with the next player in a clockwise direction from the 
dealer, each player tries to link one of their 6 dealt cards with 
the overturned card.

2. If the player can name the movie that links one of their cards 
with the overturned card, they place that card face-up on 
top of it.

3. That player can continue making connections between their 
remaining dealt cards and the card they’ve just placed until 
they are unable to identify any further connections.

4. If a player cannot make any connections in their turn, they 
pick up a card from the main pile to add to those they have 
remaining in their hand.

5. After a player has either completed their turn by making 
connections or picking up a card, play continues clockwise.

6. If the main pile of cards runs out during play, turn over the 
played cards and reveal the top one to allow play to con-
tinue.

Winning the game

1. The first player to get rid of all their cards wins the round.

Why not….

• Play in teams instead of as single players?
• By mutual consent, turn over a new card from the main pile 

during a round if no player can make a valid connection to 
the one on display?

• Allow assistance if players can’t remember a movie name, for 
example by using our gameplay tools available at  
tools.sixdegreesgame.com?

• Scan the QR code on a playing card to see the movies in 
which the actor has starred on the gameplay tools website.

Visit www.sixdegreesgame.com for more games and add-ons. 
Our Downloads page has alternative and updated rules along with 

downloadable score sheets if you run out.
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